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Abstract— A new approach is presented for helping a student to go ahead in his\her progress to reach its final aim “Obtaining a
Bachelor Degree”. This approach based on an algorithm that enforces and enables a student to follow the curriculum (Advising
Plan) when he\she wants to register subjects for a next semester. The proposed algorithm relies upon many factors, such as
specifying the subject(s) level, distribution subjects on time table for five days a week, and others. The proposed algorithm will
enhance the efficiency of the timetable for both students and administration. It gives a student space for choosing the subjects which
in turn enforces a student to go ahead with respect to his study plan that will affect his success in reaching a final goal. For
administration it is a good idea to make a student commits his self to respect his suggested curriculum.
Keywords- Curriculum; Timetable; Course Level; Course Distribution; University Information System (UIS).

I.

INTRODUCTION.

To achieve a goal of enhancement a University Information
System (UIS), some raw data must be existed:

Specialty Block

1.1. Study plan
A study plan contains all courses that a student must be
passed to obtain his\her Bachelor degree. The study plan is
comprised of the following blocks:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Supported

Mandatory

Elected

Free Block

University Block which contains university courses:
mandatory and elected.
Faculty Block that contains faculty courses:
mandatory and elected.
Specialty (Department) Block that contains core
courses: mandatory, elected, and supported.
Free Block that allows a student to choose a course
from any other blocks of his\her study plan. (The
chosen course is of course from elected blocks).

University Block
Mandatory

Elected

Faculty Block

The overall structure of a study plan can be viewed as
depicted in this figure:

Mandatory

Elected

Figure 1. A structure of study plan.
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related things. It enables student to register courses for next
semester, knows university news, and so on.[1,2,3,4]. UIS also
collects valid applications of students who are attracted to the
university from all over the world. [5, 6, 7].

1.2. Curriculum (Advising plan)
A curriculum is a plan that directs and helps students to
choose their courses for every semester through the studying
process. This curriculum is constructed based on study plan
information and the level of all courses contained in the study
plan. So, courses are distributed in some order relies on
academic year and semester.

As a part of UIS, the timetabling problem has been the
main subject of many researchers.
The constructing of a timetable as an actual problem has
been addressed in many research works with different
approaches and methods. Francisco Azevedo, and Pedro
Barahona [15] proposed constraint programming technique for
this problem. Another approach to deal with such a problem
called a procedure FORECAST was studied in a research work
done by Afif Mghawish [16]. Zhang l. and Lau S. In their
paper [9] focused on developing a constraint satisfaction
problem model for a university timetabling problem. A solution
of a constraint satisfaction problem is a consistent assignment
of all variables to values in such a way that all constraints are
satisfied, Henz and Wurtz [19] propose the use of consecutive
disjunction and reified constrains for course timetabling in
Oz.Schaerd in his paper[18] classified timetabling into School
Timing, in which there cannot be overlaps between courses
having common students.

The following figure shows the curriculum structure of the
fourth academic year study plan:

First academic year
First Semester

Second Semester

Second academic year

Figure2. A structure of a curriculum.
First Semester
Second Semester
Database

Third academic year
First Semester

III.

The enhancement of the University Information System
relies upon many factors:

Second Semester

1.

Fourth academic year
First Semester

2.

Second Semester
3.

Figure2. A curriculum structure of a study plan.

1.3. Database
A database is a collection of related data for the under
studied University Information System which contains data
about students, courses, class rooms, and other related data.
The files of the database are shown in figure 3:

Figure3. A related database.

II.

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

RELATED WORKS

The academic success of most universities based upon
many factors, one of them is the modern UIS they have. In
general UIS contains huge data that concerns student needs
such as, study plans, university specialties, timetable, and other
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Specifying the level of courses in study plan, by
defining for every course its prerequisite course(s).
Distribution of courses on time table in such a way
that allows students to register at least twelve credit
hours in a week (five days a week).
Restrictions that must be taken into account:
o The maximum number of allowed credit
hours in a week must not exceed eighteen
credit hours (18 credit hours).
o The number of proposed subjects in each
time slot must not exceed the number of
available class rooms.
o Courses must be distributed by two week
times:
1. Some courses will propose to be scheduled at
three days: Sunday, Tuesday, and
Thursday, (week time1).
2. Other courses will propose to be scheduled at
the rest two days: Monday and
Wednesday, (week time2).
3. Regardless of a week time, every course
must have three credit hours a week.
4. In different week times, there must be
different courses.
5. Each course must have no more than one
section in general; but there are cases for
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TABLE1. LEVELS OF COURSES IN STUDY PLAN.

which a need for more than one section is
required to a course.

Courses of
Courses of
first semester
second semester
011
012
011
012
011
012
..............................
021
022
021
022
..............................
031
032
031
032
.............................
041
0421
041
0421
..............................

The proposed algorithm will take care of all the factors
mentioned above and some other details that make it more
consistent, reliable, efficient, and proper for both student and
administration.
The main steps of the proposed algorithm are as followed:
Step1. Follow this general rule when applying the next two
steps.
“A course for each academic year and each specified
semester must be opened at that semester not at other”.
For example, “011” the course(s) that related to this
category of level division must be opened in first academic
year at first semester, and so on for other categories of level
divisions (see table1).
Of course, there are some exceptions that may be appeared
(some of them are mentioned above in this paper). These
exceptions must be treated by regarding every case separately
from others.

Step3.Arrange all courses by their semester level regardless
of academic year to facilitate distribution in timetable, as
shown in this table:

Step2. Divide the courses in the study plan into proper
required levels by academic year and semesters that comprise
that academic year.

TABLE2. ARRANGEMENT COURSES LEVELS BY SEMESTER

Firstly, the code ”0xy” is used to denote academic year and
its related semester, where” x“ denotes the academic year and
“y” denotes the related semester.
Secondly, the use of the code “0xy” helps in obtaining the
level division of courses as illustrated below:
First academic year
“01”- means, level1 for first academic year;
“011”- means, first semester of first academic year;
Second academic year
“012”- means, second semester of first academic year;
“02”- means, level1 for second academic year;
“021”- means, first semester of second academic year;
“022”- means, second semester of second academic year;
Third academic year
“03”- means, level1 for third academic year;
“031”- means, first semester of third academic year;
“032”- means, second semester of third academic year;
Fourth academic year
“04”- means, level1 for fourth academic year;
“041”- means, first semester of fourth academic year;
“042”- means, second semester of fourth academic year;

To get more evident and clarity of this step in a proposed
algorithm, the data in the above table2 must be illustrated.
This can be done by naming some courses within the study
plan according to the course level as shown in the below
table3.

The obtained results of division courses in study plan into
appropriate levels are summarized in table1.
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TABLE3. SOME COURSES CORRESPONDING TO THEIR LEVELS.
Course
level
011

Name of courses
 Calculas1
 Computer concepts
 Discrete structure

Course
level
012

......................
021

022
 Linear Algebra
 Programming language2
 Web technology
......................

031

032
 Numerical analysis2
 Database1
 Computer architecture

041

......................
 Topology
 Database2
 Computer security
......................

042

Name of courses
 Calculas2
 Logic design
 Programming
language1
.................
 Numerical
analysis1
 Data structure
 Advanced
programming
language
.................
 Linear differential
equations
 System analysis
and design
 Advance
computer network
.................
 Algorithms design
and analysis
Graduation project
.................











student

desiring

and

3.

Help students to get their goal (obtaining Bachelor
degree) by putting them on a right way.

4.

Increasing the performance of department, faculty,
and lastly the university.

5.

The more important one is its simplicity to implement.
ANALYSIS AND IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed algorithm was applied to make a timetable
for a faculty of Science and Information Technology at
Alzaytoonah University of Jordan.
The implementation of this algorithm was done as follows:

Levels of courses. This information is captured from
table1.
A proper time for students and lecturers. This point
partially depends on the number of buses reserved for
each time slot, and other objective circumstances.
Different courses at different days(week time) i.e.
courses at Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday; and other
courses at Monday, Wednesday as mentioned before in
this paper
One section per one course unless there are other
requirements.
The number of credit hours allowed for a student to
register at a semester is in the range of “12<=credit
hours<=18”.
The number of courses at each time slot must not
exceed the number of available class rooms.
Courses that have levels “011”, “021”, “031”,
“041”must be opened in the first semester of every
academic year, and courses that have levels “012”,
“022”, “032”, “042”, must be opened in the second
semester of each academic year (see table2, and
table3).

1.

Distribution the courses by their levels for six
departments comprised the faculty of Science and
Information Technology(Mathematics, Computer
Science, Computer Information System, Software
Engineering, Multimedia Systems, and Computer
Networks).

2.

Courses belong to any department in the faculty, so
the levels of courses (011, 012, 021, 022, 031, 032,
041, and 042) may express them. For example,

3.

011- May be a course of mathematic, computer
science, computer information systems, etc. And so
on, for other defined levels.

TABLE4. DISTRIBUTION OF COURSES BY THEIR LEVELS ON WEEK TIME1

TABLE5.DISTRIBUTION OF COURSES BY THEIR LEVELS ON WEEK TIME2.

Analysing data in tables 4 and 5, we can show that:
-At each slot time the courses are of different levels and
distributed in such a way that permit students to register at least
12 credit hours.

This algorithm has the following advantages:
1.

Give a balance among
administration restrictions.

IV.

Step4. Distribute courses on a time table based on the
following information:


2.

Simple to understand.

- The overlaps between courses having common students
are cancelled
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- Students whose precisely follow the curriculum cannot be
register 3 consecutive courses due to a proper distribution of
courses. This increases a student capability for more
understanding his\her courses, because there must be a break of
1 hour (week time1) or 1:30 hours (week time2).
-This way is more preferable for administration, because it
restricts a space that allows a student to choose his\her courses
to be registered.
- The given option is just not a unique one, there are other
options to distribute courses on a timetable, but this one is more
efficient for both student and administration.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

As known, one of the important goals of the University
Information System is to help students in managing the
registration process when they choose their courses for the next
semester. The proposed algorithm gives students whose follow
precisely the curriculum (advising plan) a right way in their
progress to reach the final aim of the university studies
“Bachelor Degree”, due to the imposed limitations , and chosen
distribution option.
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